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INDIAN SCHOOL AL WADI AL KABIR 

PRE MID TERM REVISION PAPER 
2023 – 2024 

NAME : DATE : 

CLASS : IV SEC : __ ROLL NO:   SUBJECT : EVS   

PARENT’S SIGN: TEACHER’S SIGN: TIME : 1 HOUR 

General Instructions: 

● This question paper consists of 3 sections and 4 pages. 

● Marks are indicated against each question. 

● All questions are compulsory. 

SECTION - A 

I. Choose and circle the correct answer.  

1. The _____________ in the eyes send messages to the brain. 

a. nerves b. signals c. organs                  d. image 

2. The ___________________ collects sounds from the surroundings. 

a. outer ear     b. inner ear       c. brain                     d. nerves 

3. The skin on our _________________ is the thinnest. 

a. eyes       b. nose             c. eyelids                   d.  feet     

4. Food enters the mouth and touches the _____________________. 

a. tongue    b. taste buds    c. nerves                    d.  teeth 

5. The smell of the garbage bin reaches our ______________. 

a. nose     b. ears             c. skin                       d. tongue   

6.  The outside covering of the tooth is called ____________________. 

a. enamel        b. dentine          c. pulp                      d. root 

7. Another name given for the cutting teeth  is ______________________. 

a. molars         b. incisors          c. premolars              d. canines 

8. The sticky layer of germs that gets stuck on our tooth is called  __________________. 

a. plaque         b.  tartar            c. floss                      d.  pulp 

9. Dentists use ______________________ to straighten the teeth. 

a. floss            b.  braces           c. mouth wash           d. crown 

10. The ____________________ in the pulp provide food to the teeth. 

a. nerves         b. root                c. blood vessels         d.  enamel 
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II. Match the following.  

 

COLUMN A COLUMN 
B 

1. They are shaped like a fork a. ears 

2. A five year old boy has b. tongue 

3. The yellow substance formed on the 

teeth 

c. milk teeth 

4. This senses the noise of an approaching 
ambulance 

d. eyes 

5. The taste of lemonade e. canines 

6. This helps us watch an adventurous 

movie 

f. tartar 

 

1.    2.     3.   4.   5. 6.    

 

III. State whether the following statements are True or False.   

1. We must read a book in dim light.                       __________             

2. The smell of a perfume is pleasant.   ___ 

3. We should never clean the outer ear.   ___ 

4. Premolars are called grinding teeth.    ___ 

5. Gums hold our teeth firmly.  __________ 

6. A six year old child starts losing his teeth.               ___ 
 

IV. Establish the relationship and complete the following. 

  

1. ears  :   hear                 ,             nose  :   ____________ 

 
2. tongue  :  taste               ,            skin   :   ____________ 

 
3. incisors  :  four                ,            canines   :   __________  

 
4. three year old : 20 teeth   ,            30 year old :  ____________     
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SECTION – B 

 

 

V. Give Reasons.                                                                                            

 

1. Why should we not rub our eyes with a dirty towel? 

                        ______________________________________________________________________ 

                        ______________________________________________________________________    

            

2.  We should eat raw vegetables and fruits regularly. 

  

                       ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
                       ______________________________________________________________________ 

 
   

             VI. Observe the given pictures and answer the questions that follow.       

                      1.                            

                                                

                   

a) Name the portion of the tooth above the gum -  _________________________ 

  

 

 

b)  The centre of a tooth is called - _______________________ 
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2.                          

 

a.  The tongue helps us to ______________ the food. 

 

b.  How many kinds of taste buds are there on our tongues?  
 

                              ___________________________________________________    

                                                                      
 
                                                                      SECTION - C 
                  
               

                3.  Answer the following questions.                                      

 

1.  Why should we use a clean handkerchief to blow our noses? 

                          __________________________________________________________ 

                          __________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  Name the four kinds of teeth found in our mouths. 
 

                          ___________________________________________________________ 

                             
                          ___________________________________________________________ 
                           

 

3.  List 2 ways to take good care of our teeth. 
 
                          __________________________________________________________ 
 

                          __________________________________________________________ 
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